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Züchner%199a,%b%and%references%therein.%Combier%and%Jouve%2012.%Crosses% Late%Solutrean/Early% % Züchner%1999a,%b.%
















Gravettian% Roucadour% Combier%and%Jouve%2012.%Lorblanchet%2010.%Depiction%of%deer% Gravettian,%Solutrean,%Early%Magdalenian% Chufin,%Covalanas,%Lascaux% Züchner%1999a,%b%and%references%therein.%Depiction%of%reindeer% Middle%Magdalenian%onwards% Gabillou,%Trois<Frères,%Les%Combarelles,%Tito%Bustillo%
















Depiction%of%owls% Middle%Magdalenian% Trois< Züchner%1999a,%b%
Frères,%Enlène,%La%Vina% and%references%therein.%‘Sorceror’%(‘bison%man’)% Magdalenian% Numerous,%e.g.%Trois<Frères,%St%Cirq,%Gabillou%
Züchner%1999a,%b%and%references%therein.%
Depiction%of%movement%in%animals% Late%Solutrean/Early%Magdalenian% Lascaux,%Parpalló% Züchner%1999a,%b%and%references%therein.%Azéma%2004,%2010.%Depiction%of%distal%limbs%unconnected%to%main%body%of%animals% Late%Solutrean/Early%Magdalenian% Lascaux% Clottes%2003b,%51<2.%Realistic%vulvas% Magdalenian% Laugerie<Basse,%Angles<sur<l’Anglin%
Züchner%1999a,%b%and%references%therein.%Combier%and%Jouve%2012.%Giant<based%sagaie& Late%Solutrean/Early%Magdalenian% Lascaux% Pettitt%2008.%%%
Table"1."Summary%of%thematic,%stylistic%and%technical%aspects%of%Chauvet’s%art,%and%the%chronology%of%parallels%elsewhere.%Note%that%in%almost%all%cases%these%are%consistent%only%with%an%attribution%to%the%Gravettian<Magdalenian,%and%with%the%exception%of%aspects%of%the%red%series%are%never&consistent%with%an%attribution%to%the%Aurignacian.%Note%also%how%aspects%shared%with%the%nearest%caves%with%art%to%Chauvet%–%which%must%surely%form%their%regional%context%–%are%Gravettian%and%Solutrean.%%%
